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NEW QUESTION: 1
For what DB connections can be used as source systems and also
enables the data transfer from
external DataBase tables?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. SAP DW
B. SAP EDW
C. SAP BW
D. SAP ERP
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2

A customer is using DD Boost on their EMC Data Domain system.
They want to use more than one network interface to send data
to the Data Domain system from their Symantec NetBackup Media
Servers.
Which DD Boost feature can be used to accomplish this task?
A. DSP
B. Interface groups
C. LACP
D. IP Aliasing
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
The receiver of a message decrypts an encrypted message digest
using the public key of
the sender that corresponds to the private key. The receiver
then matches it against the
digest of the original message. If the decrypted digest and the
newly calculated digest
match, then what does it prove?
A. confidentiality
B. non-repudiation
C. integrity
D. coupling
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
You want to display information about a parent record within
the form of a child record. You need to customize a Quick View
form.
Which two option are available to you? Each correct answer
presents a complete solution. Choose two.
A. choosing from one section only
B. adding multiple tabs
C. adding multiple sections
D. choosing from one tab only
Answer: C,D
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